SIS seminars - 2004

December 16, 2004
Mikimasa Harano
"An automobile accessibility in case of Chugoku District"

November 18, 2004
Ho Sang Lee
"Changing of global urban system reflected in international air flow data's 1992-2001"
Yu Min Zhang
"The Application of Similarity Theory on Mining Subsidence"

October 14 ,2004
Moses Murimi Ngigi
"PhD Research proposal : A Geographical Analysis of the HIV/AIDS Pandemic in Kenya"

September 16,2004
Yao Long Zhao
"PhD research proposal: Spatial dynamics and simulation of urban land use change with remote sensing technique and GIS-based cellular automata - A case study of Kunming, China"

July 9, 2004
Toru T. Yamada
"Genealogy of American Geography and American Anthropology post-19C - Franz Boas to Clifford Geertz -"

July 1, 2004
Fatemeh Ahmadi Nejad
"School Catchments and Pupil Movements : a Case Study in Parental Choice"

May 13,2004
Tomohiko Uezu
"The regional foundation of P&R K&R on the commuter flow of the Sendai urban area"

April 15, 2004
Shingo Sato
"A Spatial Analysis and Characteristics of Aging in Complementary Analysis of Total Data and Non-Total Data"
Nobuhiko Komaki
"A plan of master's thesis #2"

March 1, 2004
Hiroyuki Kondoh
"Utilizing ArcGIS by applying VBA"

February 12, 2004
Tomomi O'hashi
"The optimum location of nursery schools in Suwa City, Nagano Prefecture"
January 15, 2004
Nobuhiko Komaki
"The difference of functional structure of Tokyo metropolitan area by attributes of commuters (A plan of master's thesis)"

**SIS seminars - 2003**

December 4, 2003
Yao Long Zhao
"The Applications of Fuzzy Information Processing in Surveying and GIS"
Tomohiko Uezu
"The regional foundation of P&R K&R on the commuter flow of the Sendai urban area"

November 13, 2003
Shingo Sato
"A Geographical Study on the Principle of Law in the Nation's Territorial Integrity"

October 16, 2003
Moses Murimi Ngigi
"Implementing a Community GIS based on MapObjects and MapObjects Internet Map Server"

September 25, 2003
Nobuhiko Komaki
"Functional Structure of the Tokyo Metropolitan Area in terms of Commuting and Consuming Activities"

**SIS seminars – 2002**

December 5
Fatemeh Ahmadi Nejad
"Geographical Relationship Between RASHT and LAKAN Villages"
Toru T. Yamada
"Spatial representation of aboriginal land title in Canada"

February 6
Nobuyuki Iwama
"Marketing Strategy of the Japanese Department Stores in the 21st Century"

January 16
Shingo Sato
"Geographical Analysis of Leisure Activity of the Seniors in the Nagano Region"